
 

 

  

 

Qatari Interests snap up one of Greek owner’s open vessels while MOL firms up a charter on a vessel for 2026 handover. 
Two LNG carrier newbuildings have been fixed out on multi-year deals slimming the pool of uncommitted on-order tonnage 
as the market thirst for vessels intensifies. Brokers said Evangelos Marinakis-controlled Capital Gas has fixed out one of the 
company’s two 2023-delivering newbuildings. The 174,000-cbm newbuilding Amore Mio 1 is reported to have been snapped 
up by QatarEnergy Trading — the trading arm of Middle East liquefaction giant QatarEnergy — for three years at a rate 
around the $180,000 per day mark. The ship is due for delivery from Hyundai Heavy Industries in South Korea in October. 
Capital is sitting on a second 2023-delivering newbuilding, the 174,000-cbm Axios 11, which is scheduled handover from the 
yard in December. The vessel and another LNG carrier owned by Alpha Gas are said to be the only two remaining 
newbuildings out of some 40 scheduled for delivery in 2023 that are without term employment. Capital Gas also has a 
further five open LNG newbuildings, three of which are due for delivery dates in 2024 with two to follow in 2026. The fixture 
for Capital Gas comes as the LNG charter market continues upward to new record day rates. 
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There are “almost zero” two-stroke vessels available from independent owners from now until 2021, adding “170,000-cbm 
plus vessels with substantial availability remain a ‘unicorn’ these days." The charter rates for modern two-stroke tonnage at 
around $230,000 per day. Brokers put three-year levels for two-strokes at $182,250 per day. "In previous years, it has 
been deemed slightly early to seek tonnage for next year during winter, yet the priority to secure shipping remains strong for 
many thus bringing forward many procurement needs,” Fearnleys said. Some charterers are looking even further out. Today 
Japanese shipowner Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL) announced it has chartered out a 2026-delivering LNG newbuilding. MOL said 
on Friday that it has secured a multi-year charter with an energy major — which it did not name — for a 174,000-cbm LNG 
carrier newbuilding. The company said the vessel on order at Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering and will be fitted 
with a ME-GA engine, which it said provides lower emissions compared to previous generation vessels. “The vessel will be 
delivered in 2026 to augment the charterer's LNG fleet,” MOL said. This is the second term charter deal on an LNG carrier 
newbuilding announced by MOL in October. This month the company finally confirmed its long-mooted charter deal on a 
174,000-cbm, 2025-delivering vessel to TotalEnergies. TradeWinds reported on Tuesday that MOL is believed to be among 
several parties circling for up to four unexpectedly open LNG carrier newbuilding berths at DSME for 2026 delivery positions. 
source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
 

Duo lined up for up to five nine newbuildings sought by Sinopec, with Shandong Shipping unmasked as provider of 
remaining quartet. Two shipping giants are teaming up to order five LNG carrier newbuildings out of the nine vessels 
required by Chinese energy major Sinopec. Another Chinese company is in the frame for the other four ships. Several 
shipbuilding sources said Japan’s Mitsui OSK Lines and China’s Cosco Shipping LNG Investment, known as CSLNG, will 
order three LNG carriers at Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Co (DSIC). The planned deal will include an option for two additional 
vessels, the sources said. 
Chinese energy companies float tenders in hunt for up to 15 LNG carriers 
Shipping sources added that the MOL and CSLNG project is still under discussion.  “But they should be able to close the 
deal,” he said. A shipyard executive at DSIC said he has not heard of the newbuilding project by MOL and CSLNG. MOL 
has been contacted for comment on the order talk, and CSLNG and Sinopec could not be immediately reached for comment. 
News of Sinopec seeking to charter LNG carriers was first reported in TradeWinds in June. The Chinese energy company 
wants to charter nine large LNG carriers for trading from 2026 onwards. The rates and length of the charter contracts have 
yet to emerge. Shipbuilding sources said that if MOL and China Cosco Shipping-controlled CSLNG are to firm up the 
contract at DSIC, the deal would be the second Chinese LNG chartering project that the partners have engaged in so far 
this year. 
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In January, the duo ordered six 174,000-cbm LNG carriers at Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding (Group) to be delivered 
between 2024 and 2026 . The sextet was ordered on the back of long-term charter deals with China National Offshore Oil 
Corp (CNOOC). The Hudong-Zhonghua LNG carriers, which will be fitted with the French GTT’s new cargo containment 
system named NO96 Super+, were reported to cost around $197m each. Brokers believe MOL and CSLNG will be paying 
around $230m each to DSIC for the 175,000-cbm LNG carrier newbuildings, as that is the price that Chinese shipyards 
have been quoting. The vessels will be built with GTT’s Mark III Flex membrane containment systems. TradeWinds reported 
in April that CSLNG was poised to order six LNG carriers at Hudong-Zhonghua for charter to Sinopec, but that deal did not 
materialise. Meanwhile, market sources said Shandong Shipping is the unnamed owner that inked a preliminary deal for two 
175,000-cbm LNG carriers at Jiangnan Shipyard. The contract was disclosed on Tuesday by China State Shipbuilding Corp 
(CSSC), the government-owned shipbuilding group that controls the yard. 
CSSC said Jiangnan is scheduled to deliver LNG carriers by the end of 2027.  
A newcomer to the LNG segment, Shandong is believed to hold an option for two additional vessels at the shipyard. A 
company official contacted by TradeWinds claimed to not be aware of the order talks. Shandong is the third-largest state-
owned shipping company in China. The outfit has around 70 vessels that include bulk carriers, MR tankers, LPG carriers 
and very large ethane carriers. 
Jiangnan Shipyard signs $1bn in preliminary deals for LNG and ethane carriers 
Sinopec needs the nine ships to transport the LNG it signed up for last year as part of a rush by Chinese buyers to secure 
long-term supply contracts. The Chinese petrochemical giant signed a deal with US producer Venture Global LNG to buy 
four million tonnes per annum over 20 years. Sources said 2.8m tonnes of this has been secured on a free-on-board basis, 
which will require eight to 10 LNG carriers to ship. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 

Chinese shipowner has teamed up with CSSC Ship Leasing to contract three LNG vessels at Hudong-Zhonghua backed by 
charter contracts. LPG carrier owner Tianjin Southwest Maritime (TSM) has moved into the LNG business with an order for a 
trio of newbuildings at China’s Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding estimated to cost $750m in total. The Chinese shipping 
company has joined forces with the leasing entity of  China State Shipbuilding Corp (CSSC) Group to order the 174,000-
cbm LNG carriers at the state-owned yard, to be delivered in 2028.  
Chinese energy companies float tenders in hunt for up to 15 LNG carriers 
Shipbuilding sources said TSM did not book the LNG ships on speculation. The company and CSSC Ship Leasing booked 
the trio with the backing of charter contracts from compatriot energy company ENN Natural Gas. The charter rates and 
length were not disclosed. CSSC Ship Leasing and Hudong-Zhonghua are both controlled by CSSC. Officials at Hudong-
Zhonghua declined to comment on the shipyard’s newbuilding activities, citing contract confidentiality. TSM was not 
immediately available for comment. The deal by TSM and CSSC Ship Leasing is the second recent order for LNG carriers 
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backed by charter contracts with ENN. Last month, Japan’s Mitsui OSK Lines announced that it had booked three 
newbuildings at Hudong-Zhonghua on the back of charters to ENN LNG Singapore — a wholly owned subsidiary of ENN. 
MOL said that through a subsidiary of its own, it has inked long-term charter contracts for three new LNG carriers with the 
ENN unit. The Japanese shipping giant did not give details of the contracts. But Tokyo-listed MOL said Hudong-Zhonghua 
is slated to deliver the trio by 2028. MOL said China is increasingly shifting its energy sources from coal and oil to natural 
gas in response to growing awareness of the need for a low-carbon, decarbonised society, and in 2021 it became the 
world’s largest LNG importer for the first time. MOL believes China’s LNG demand is set to grow in the future. The cost of 
the newbuildings that ENN has chartered from TSM and MOL was not disclosed. Brokers believe the shipowners are paying 
Hudong-Zhonghua less than $250m each for the 174,000-cbm units. They will be built with GTT’s Mark III Flex membrane 
containment systems. Listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, ENN is a leading privately owned Chinese energy 
company. Headquartered in Langfang city in Hebei province, the energy major has a presence in more than 20 provinces in 
China and supplies 10% of natural gas consumed in the country. It operates a large LNG terminal in Zhoushan, Zhejiang 
Province. 
Tianjin Southwest returns to Jiangnan for VLEC newbuildings 
TSM is the shipping arm of Wideshine Enterprises, which is part of Wideshine Group. Sister company Sinogas Management 
is the commercial operator of its VLGCs. The Guangdong-based company has a fleet of 30 vessels that includes seven 
VLGCs that were built between 2016 and 2021, one newly delivered very large ethane carrier (VLEC) and seven asphalt and 
bitumen carriers. Clarksons’ Shipping Intelligence Network shows TSM has three VLECs on order at Jiangnan Shipyard, four 
5,000-cbm LPG carriers and a single 9,500-cbm LPG unit under construction at Huangpu Wenchong Shipyard. Two of the 
99,000-cbm VLEC newbuildings were ordered two months ago at a reported price of $130m. It was not known at the time 
whether TSM had ordered the ethane newbuildings on speculation or against charter contracts. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 

Concerns about insufficient shipbuilding capacity for LNG carriers would be better redirected to liquefaction capacity. More 
than 200 large LNG carriers have been ordered since April 2021 at increasingly expensive prices, but investment in new 
LNG supply is not keeping pace. Since the invasion of Ukraine, just two projects for new LNG trains have taken final 
investment decisions (FIDs), despite record-high gas prices and Europe scrambling to replace Russian pipeline gas with 
LNG. The surge in orders has meant delivery slots at South Korean shipyards are now hard to come by before 2027, with 
yards not prepared to accept orders so far in advance. Chinese yards with no previous large LNG carrier experience have 
been stepping into the breach. Two took their first firm orders this year and a third is poised to do so. But concerns about 
there not being enough shipbuilding capacity to meet the demand for orders would be better redirected into whether there 
would be sufficient new LNG supply to employ all these vessels as they deliver mid-decade. The gap between ship orders 
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and investing in new liquefaction capacity has opened this year. If more FIDs on new LNG supply are not taken soon, the 
supply-demand gap that is already expected in mid-decade — when the orders of the last 18 months will be delivered — will 
extend further into the second half of the decade. However, getting new projects to FID is proving more difficult than the 
current market conditions suggest it should be. Europe wants additional LNG, but how long does it want it for? The 20-
year-plus-contracts for new projects required to secure finance do not fit in with European decarbonisation goals. Outside 
Europe, markets that were looking to take up LNG or ramping up import volumes have been deterred by the high prices 
caused by the energy crisis. Demand for ships will also be hit by the newfound buying power in Europe, compared to Asia. 
With European markets closer to the major new sources of supply from the US than Asia, the tonne-mile demand generated 
from new liquefaction capacity will be less than was previously expected before the invasion of Ukraine. If more projects take 
FIDs soon, the surplus shipping capacity should be quickly eroded. But if fewer than expected new LNG trains are built, the 
expected mid-decade downturn for LNG shipping will be prolonged. Those hoping that the International Maritime 
Organization and new environmental regulations might come to the rescue before new LNG trains are built and reduce the 
supply-demand gap by pushing older ships out of the market are likely to be disappointed. 
The Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII) that comes into force in January 2023 will only slowly impact the older ships. 
This means that the period mid-decade when we think the supply-demand gap will be largest will not be helped much by 
CII. When the new regulation does begin to bite, the market should be tightening anyway as new LNG liquefaction capacity 
comes onstream. Scrapping is further restricted in the LNG sector by the prospect of a second life for a trading vessel as a 
floating storage unit, a floating storage and regasification unit or floating LNG production unit. If a ship does successfully find 
work as one of these options, then that removes the vessel from the trading fleet and tightens the balance. But in many 
cases, ships that might otherwise have been scrapped in other sectors remain available to the trading fleet. The potential for 
finding such second-life work improves if more LNG supply is built, encouraging the construction of more regasification 
capacity and associated FSUs or FSRUs. This means more vessels will stick around as available for trading mid-decade 
before being converted in the second half of the decade. But if more liquefaction capacity does not take a FID soon, the 
wider and longer the gap will be between LNG shipping supply and demand. 
Tight LNG shipping market to ‘progress’ further into 2024 
Holding back on new ship orders until more LNG trains have taken FIDs would not only ensure the ship is delivered into a 
period with better employment prospects, but could also have the benefit of what Maritime Strategies International forecasts 
will be lower newbuilding prices as we approach the middle of the decade. Underpinning that price decline is that 
replenishing or replacing the container ship and LNG carrier orderbooks being delivered in 2023 to 2025 with other ship 
types — aside perhaps for some oil tanker tonnage — will be very difficult.” source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
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A Japanese giant and a Greek shipowner are being linked to spaces as two other owners walk. Interest is running hot for 
what are perceived to be four unexpectedly open LNG carrier newbuilding berths for delivery dates in 2026 at Daewoo  
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. Newbuilding market sources said DSME has gone out to its existing favoured LNG 
customers offering them each at least one berth. They named the companies as Japanese owner Mitsui OSK Lines and 
Angelicoussis Group company Maran Gas Maritime. 
Venture Global named top-dollar LNG carrier buyer at DSME 
MOL is understood to be showing interest, but it is less clear if Maran will move forward, particularly at today’s strong prices 
of around the $250m mark. It is unclear, as yet, whether DSME is marketing the remaining two slots with rumours rumbling 
around the market about claims on them. But the yard, like other LNG carrier shipbuilders, has a long list of independent 
shipowners that have been lining up for early delivery berths. Brokers said the shipbuilder would be highly likely to find 
buyers for them with price the only real sticking point. South Korea’s three big beasts of LNG carrier construction — DSME, 
Hyundai Heavy Industries and Samsung Heavy Industries — had been thought to be completely sold out for 2026 positions 
for LNG carriers. And all three shipbuilders have been holding back on opening up marketing for 2027 delivery dates. Those 
following DSME and the LNG newbuilding sector closely originally quoted six slots as being up for grabs at the South Korean 
shipyard. Two of the slots were understood to have been pencilled in for Peter Livanos’ GasLog. But the Greek shipowner, 
which inked contracts for a quartet of LNG carrier newbuildings at the yard in December 2021, appears to have decided not 
to move forward with them. Similarly, DSME was expected to receive two orders from compatriot owner Pan Ocean. These 
newbuildings, which TradeWinds reported as incoming in June, were to be contracted on the back of charter business from 
trader Vitol. But TradeWinds has learned that this business is also not moving forward. Together, these four berths are the 
ones now being discussed in the market. The further pair of what were until recently open berths were contracted by 
Norway’s ADS Maritime Holding in July. At the time, these vessels were linked to charter business with new liquefaction 
producer Avaio Capital-controlled Mexico Pacific LNG, with market players questioning how a new name in LNG shipping 
had been able to leapfrog the queue of established players waiting for slots at the yard. 
Daewoo Shipbuilding ends LNG carrier newbuildings contract 
However, in early October, DSME announced that it had cancelled two of its LNG carrier newbuildings as the contracting 
party for the vessels had not carried out the legal obligations of the contract. On 21 October, DSME said it had secured two 
new LNG carrier orders from a US shipping player. Market sources said the yard had offered the cancelled ADS slots to US 
liquefaction developer Venture Global LNG, which already has three 200,000-cbm vessels on order at DSME. These latest 
LNG newbuildings for DSME caused a stir because, while the ships are larger than the traditional 174,000-cbm LNG 
carriers that are usually ordered, the contracts for Venture Global were the first orders for the sector to be priced at $250m 
per ship. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 
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US liquefaction developer takes up its large size options and sets new price record for South Korean shipbuilder. US 
liquefaction developer Venture Global LNG has set a new price record by paying $250m each for two LNG carrier 
newbuildings ordered at Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. 
Venture Global LNG signs up for supersize LNG carrier trio in South Korea 
On Friday last week, DSME said it had won a KRW 710.3bn ($500m) contract to build a pair of LNG carriers for a shipping 
company based in the Americas. The shipyard, which did not name the contracting party, said the vessels are due for 
delivery at the end of 2026. DSME said the price paid for the vessels is the highest order value for an LNG carrier ever 
secured by a South Korean yard. Those familiar with this business named Venture Global as the party behind the orders. 
The two ships, which have a capacity of 200,000 cbm each, are understood to be options that the company held at the 
yard. In March, Venture Global contracted three of this new breed of super-size LNG carrier newbuildings at DSME and 
inked in several options. The 200,000-cbm vessels were then priced at $237m each which at the time represented a big 
jump on the $220m on recently contracted orders. This first trio for the developer is due to be delivered by the end of 2025. 
Venture Global is only the second company after Dynagas to opt for this new size of LNG carrier, which is seen as a 
popular size for US exports on longer haul trades. The company exported its first cargo in February 2022 after bringing its 
12-million-tonne-per-annum Calcasieu Pass LNG project onstream. The Louisiana-based plant was built using a new 
modular form of construction to speed its time to market. 
Chemicals giant Ineos’ trading arm sifts bids for LNG newbuilding pair 
The newbuildings that Venture Global has contracted are required for its second project, the 20-mtpa Plaquemines LNG, 
from which it is selling some of the LNG on a free-on-board basis. It is unclear, as yet, if the company, which appointed its 
first shipping manager this year, will remain the owner of the vessels. Venture Global is also developing two more projects 
that will give it a total of 70 mtpa of LNG in the US — the 20-mtpa Delta LNG and a fourth project dubbed CP2 LNG. 
DSME has netted 36 LNG carrier orders in 2022 along with six container ships and one offshore plant, topping its $8.9bn 
annual target. source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

 

Bonn-based TGE Marine Gas Engineering said it would provide equipment for LNG bunkering vessels Canada’s Seaspan 
ordered in China. Earlier this year, CIMC SOE won a contract to build two 7,600-cbm LNG bunkering vessels for Seaspan 
Marine Transportation. Besides two firm LNG bunkering ships, the deal also included an option for a third vessel. According 
to a statement by TGE Marine issued on Thursday, the firm received an order from CIMC SOE for the design and supply of 
the cargo handling and fuel gas system for three 7,600-cbm LNG bunkering vessels. CIMC SOE would build the ships for 
Seaspan ULC, who operates their fleet, including LNG/battery hybrid RoRo vessels out of Western Canada, TGE Marine 
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said. The vessels will each feature two IMO type C cylindrical tanks and an LNG sub-cooling system to facilitate cargo 
conditioning during transit and anchorage. Their customized ship-to-ship transfer system would enable bunkering of LNG-
fueled vessels fitted with varying tank types as well as cool/down warming-up of LNG vessels, it said. The vessels will go 
in operation starting in 2024. TGE Marine did not provide the price tag of the deal. Besides this deal, Norway’s Hoglund 
also recently won an order to deliver integrated automation system (IAS) for the three newbuild LNG bunkering vessels. 
Seaspan ULC is a group of Canadian companies that are primarily involved in coastal marine, transportation, bunker fueling, 
ship repair and shipbuilding services on the West Coast of North America. Designed by Vard Marine, the 112.8 meters long 
bunkering vessels would provide ship-to-ship LNG transfer as well as coastal/short sea shipping operations, Seaspan 
previously said. Besides Vard, Seaspan partnered with the Port of Vancouver, Canada’s largest port, and FortisBC, the 
owner of the Tilbury LNG facility in British Columbia. source : www.lngprime.com 
 

 
 

US liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports rose in the week ending October 26 when compared to the week before, while the 
Henry Hub spot price dropped, according to the Energy Information Administration. The agency said in its weekly natural gas 
report that 22 LNG carriers departed the US plants between October 20-26, four cargoes more compared to the week 
before. According to the agency, the total capacity of LNG vessels carrying these cargoes 81 Bcf. Also, natural gas 
deliveries to US LNG export facilities increased by 0.1 Bcf/d week over week to average 11.5 Bcf/d this report week. 
Cheniere’s Sabine Pass plant shipped nine cargoes and its Corpus Christi facility sent five shipments. Sempra’s Cameron 
LNG sent four shipments, Venture Global LNG’s Calcasieu Pass terminal dispatched three cargoes, and Elba Island also 
dispatched one cargo, EIA said, citing shipping data by Bloomberg Finance. 
Cove Point LNG and Freeport LNG did not ship any cargoes.  
The Cove Point terminal in Maryland began annual planned maintenance activities on October 1 while Freeport LNG remains 
shut following an incident at the facility that took place on June 8. Freeport LNG still expects to restart operations at its 15 
mtpa LNG export plant in Texas in November. 
Henry Hub declines 
This report week, the Henry Hub spot price fell 24 cents from $5.50 per million British thermal units (MMBtu) last 
Wednesday to $5.26/MMBtu this Wednesday, the agency said. Moreover, the price of the November 2022 NYMEX contract 
increased 14.4 cents, from $5.462/MMBtu last Wednesday to $5.606/MMBtu. The price of the 12-month strip averaging 
November 2022 through October 2023 futures contracts climbed 12.2 cents to $5.302/MMBtu, the agency said. 
TTF down 
According to the agency, international natural gas futures prices declined this report week. Bloomberg Finance reported that 
weekly average futures prices for LNG cargoes in East Asia decreased $0.59 to a weekly average of $31.52/MMBtu. 
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Natural gas futures for delivery at the Dutch TTF decreased $5.69 to a weekly average of $31.61/MMBtu. Earlier this report 
week, the TTF price dropped below the East Asia price for the first time since April of this year, EIA said. source : www.lngprime.com 

 

NYSE-listed GasLog Partners revealed three new charter deals, including for one LNG carrier with a unit of Australia’s 
Woodside. The limited partnership controlled by Greece’s GasLog said in its quarterly report that it had entered into a new 
two-year charter deal for the 155,000-cbm TFDE LNG carrier, GasLog Shanghai, with Woodside Energy Shipping 
Singapore. Besides this LNG carrier, GasLog Partners signed a one-year time charter for the 155,000-cbm TFDE vessel, 
Solaris, with an energy major. The firm did not provide any additional information regarding these charters. 
Charter and sale 
GasLog Partners also entered into a three-year time charter agreement for the 145,000-cbm Methane Heather Sally, a 
steam turbine propulsion LNG carrier with a Southeast Asian charterer. The LNG firm executed a sale and lease-back 
agreement in October for the same vessel, with no repurchase option or obligation, for $50 million.vAccording to the LNG 
shipping firm, the completion of the transaction would release about $17 million of incremental net liquidity to the partnership, 
while the vessel remains on its new three-year charter with the charterer. GasLog Partners did not reveal the name of the 
Asian company. It expects to complete the sale and lease-back transaction in the fourth quarter of 2022. The firm also said 
it completed the previously announced sale of the 2007-built Methane Shirley Elisabeth with a capacity of 145,000 cbm for 
$54 million to “an unrelated third party”. A unit of Indonesia’s Sillo Maritime purchased this vessel, now renamed Golden 
Isaia. Three charters to add about $134 million of incremental Ebitda GasLog Partners reported third-quarter revenues, profit, 
adjusted profit, and adjusted Ebitda of $95.7 million, $42.7 million, $39.8 million, and $73.3 million, respectively. Also, the 
firm declared cash distribution of $0.01 per common unit for the third quarter. “GasLog Partners delivered strong operating 
results for the third quarter of 2022, driven by favorable dynamics in the LNG shipping market,” CEO Paolo Enoizi said. He 
said that the firm has “successfully captured the strength of the market” by securing period charters for three of its vessels. 
“Combined, these charters are expected to add approximately $134 million of incremental Ebitda, thus improving our cash 
flows visibility,” Enoizi said. source : www.lngprime.com 
 

 

France’s Total Energies said on Thursday its third-quarter earnings more than doubled to about $9.9 billion, boosted by 
higher LNG prices and sales. Adjusted net income rose of $9.86 billion rose from $4.76 billion last year, while it also slightly 
increased when compared to the previous quarter of $9.79 billion. Net income rose 43 percent year-on-year to $6.62 
billion, as well as from $5.69 billion in the prior quarter. “In a context marked by an average Brent price of 100 $/b and an 
increase in gas prices exacerbated by Russia’s military aggression in Ukraine, TotalEnergies leveraged its integrated model, 
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particularly LNG, to generate results in line with previous quarters,” chief executive Patrick Pouyanne said. He said that 
TotalEnergies took into account a new impairment of $3.1 billion related to Russia, while the company’s cash flow was $11.7 
billion. “The iGRP (integrated gas, renewables & power) segment reported record adjusted net operating income of $3.6 
billion this quarter, up $1.1 billion from the second quarter, and cash flow of $2.7 billion, driven by an average LNG selling 
price up more than 50 percent compared to the previous quarter and by the strong performance of its trading activities,” 
Pouyanne said. Earlier this month, TotalEnergies revealed that its average LNG price had reached $21.51/MMBtu in the 
July-September period, logging a significant rise when compared to the previous three-month period but also year-on-year. 
The price rose about $7.55/MMBtu compared with the previous quarter, while it more than doubled when compared to 
$9.10/MMBtu in the same period in 2021. 
LNG sales up on high European demand 
LNG sales increased 5 percent to 10.4 million tonnes in the the third quarter when compared to the same period last year, 
while production dropped 6 percent year-on-year. The firm said LNG sales rose year-on-year due to the increase in spot 
LNG purchases to maximize the use of the company’s regasification capacity in Europe. Sales dropped from 11.7 million 
tonnes in the second quarter mainly due to the outage at Freeport LNG in the US, planned maintenance at Ichthys LNG in 
Australia, and a shutdown of production at Idku LNG in Egypt due to insufficient gas supply, according to TotalEnergies. In 
the January-September period, LNG sales rose 16 percent to 35.4 million tonnes. source : www.lngprime.com 

 

 

Energy giant Shell reported a rise in its adjusted earnings in the third quarter, while its LNG sales also rose when compared 
to the same period last year. The firm said its adjusted earnings reached $9.45 billion in the quarter, a jump when 
compared to $4.13 billion in the year before. Adjusted earnings dropped from record $11.47 billion in the prior quarter. 
Income attributable to Shell shareholders was $6.74 billion, compared with a loss of $447 million last year, and included net 
losses of $1 billion due to the fair value accounting of commodity derivatives, and impairment charges of $0.4 billion, Shell 
said. Shell said that the company’s income dropped compared to $18.04 billion in the prior quarter mainly due to lower LNG 
trading and optimization results, lower chemicals and refining margins, as well as higher underlying operating expenses. 
Cash flow from operating activities for the third quarter 2022 was $12.5 billion, and included working capital outflows of $4.2 
billion, and tax payments of $3.4 billion. “We are delivering robust results at a time of ongoing volatility in global energy 
markets. We continue to strengthen Shell’s portfolio through disciplined investment and transform the company for a low-
carbon future,” Shell’s CEO Ben van Beurden said. “Today we are announcing a new share buyback programme resulting in 
an additional $4 billion of distributions, which we expect to complete by our Q4 2022 results announcement,” he said. 
“Furthermore, we plan to increase the dividend per share (DPS) for the fourth quarter, which will be paid in March 2023, by 
an expected 15 percent, subject to Board approval,” van Beurden said. 
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LNG sales rise 
Shell sold 15.66 million tonnes of LNG in the July-September period, a rise of 3 percent compared to 15.18 million tonnes in 
the same period last year. Sales also rose compared to 15.21 million tonnes in the prior quarter. Liquefaction volumes 
dropped 5 percent year-on-year from to 7.24 million tonnes. These volumes also dropped compared to 7.66 million tonnes 
in the prior quarter. Shell said liquefaction volumes decreased by 5 percent mainly due to “Permitted Industrial Actions” at 
Prelude and higher maintenance activities. During the January-September period, Shell sold 49.16 million tonnes of LNG, a 
rise of 4 percent year-on-year, while liquefaction volumes dropped 1 percent to 22.90 million tonnes. Shell expects 
liquefaction volumes to be about 7-7.6 million tonnes in the fourth quarter. Also, the company’s Integrated Gas segment 
earned $5.73 billion in the third quarter, compared to a loss of $131 million in the same period a year ago and $8.10 billion 
in the prior quarter. Adjusted earnings reached $2.31 billion, down from the previous quarter of $3.75 billion and up from 
$1.83 billion in the same period last year. Compared with the second quarter, Shell said earnings reflected the net effect of 
lower contributions from trading and optimization and higher realized prices. The trading and optimization contributions were 
mainly impacted by a “combination of seasonality and supply constraints, coupled with substantial differences between paper 
and physical realizations in a volatile and dislocated market,” Shell said. The LNG giant previously said it expected 
“significantly lower” trading and optimization results for its integrated gas business in the third quarter. source : www.lngprime.com 

 

Driven by a global energy crisis of “unprecedented breadth and complexity”, the Paris-based International Energy Agency 
(IEA) delivered its flagship World Energy Outlook 2022 (WEO) on October 27 which sees natural gas demand reaching a 
plateau by the end of this decade. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February has driven a stake into global energy markets, 
particularly for natural gas, the WEO says. Russia was by far the largest exporter of fossil fuels to Europe; its actions since 
the invasion have ruptured virtually all its trade ties with Europe, and in no scenario does the IEA see its fossil fuel exports 
returning to levels seen in 2021. “In the longer term, one of the effects of Russia’s recent actions is that the era of rapid 
growth in gas demand draws to a close,” the report says. “In the Stated Policies Scenario, the scenario that sees the highest 
gas use, global demand rises by less than 5% between 2021 and 2030 and then remains flat through to 2050.” Demand 
growth for gas in developing economies, particularly in Asia, has slowed, the WEO says, “putting a dent in the credentials of 
gas as a transition fuel.” Natural gas has traditionally been seen as a reliable component of the clean energy transition, with 
its ability to step in to fill the gap left by declining coal and oil and to provide stability to support the intermittency of 
renewables. “These are currently being tested by the global repercussions of Russia’s actions in Europe,” the WEO says. “In 
the midst of a global energy crisis, fundamental questions are now being asked about natural gas: how can supply be 
assured, now and in the future, and at what price?” In the WEO’s most likely scenario, the Stated Policies Scenario 
(STEPS), natural gas demand rises by less than 5% between 2021 and 2030, compared with a rise of 20% between 2011 
and 2020, and remains flat at about 4,400bn m3through 2050. In the more aggressive Announced Pledges Scenario (APS) 
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and Net Zero Emissions (NZE) Scenario, gas demand peaks “soon” and falls by 10% by 2030 in the case of APS and by 
20% in the NZE scenario. By 2050, WEO 2022 sees global natural gas demand in STEPS some 750bn m3lower than 
forecasts in WEO 2021, with half the downward revision attributed to rapid moves away from unabated natural gas 
consumption in advanced economies. “The United States alone accounts for one‐third of the total downward revision: its 
recent Inflation Reduction Act is set to speed up the deployment of renewables in the power sector and to provide stronger 
support for efficiency and heat pumps in buildings,” the report says. “The other major downward revision comes from 
price‐sensitive emerging market and developing economies, where high natural gas prices mean that prospects for 
coal‐to‐gas switching are now more muted.” On the LNG side of the equation, the IEA sees demand growth until the middle 
of this decade, as Europe and parts of Asia seek non-Russian supplies. But in the latter half the decade, there are “sharp 
divergences” depending on the scenario. In STEPS, an additional 240bn m3/year of export capacity is needed by 2050, 
over and above projects already under construction. APS sees only projects already under construction actually contributing 
to supply, while NZE – characterised by a sharp decline global gas demand – suggests that even projects being built now 
may not be needed. “This highlights a key dilemma for investors considering large, capital‐intensive LNG projects: how to 
reconcile strong near‐term demand growth with uncertain but possibly declining longer term demand.” source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
 

Austria’s OMV and the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) on October 27 signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) to explore a partnership in the supply of LNG. According to the MoU, ADNOC will look to supply one LNG cargo to 
OMV for the winter season of 2023/2024. “We take an important step in further intensifying our strong partnership between 
OMV and ADNOC. At the same time, this agreement is another building block in our efforts to strengthen Austria´s energy 
supply by diversifying gas sources in our portfolio,” OMV CEO Alfred Stern said. Austria has been looking for alternative 
sources of natural gas since Russia's invasion of Ukraine. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

 

Japan’s Jera on October 28 said it would book a 110bn yen ($751mn) loss in the year to March 31 related to the impact of 
the fire at the Freeport LNG terminal in the US. Freeport LNG said in August it had completed a detailed assessment of 
restart options in the wake of a June 8 fire that shuttered the 15mn mt/yr facility in Texas, and now expects an initial restart 
in early to mid-November. For the April-September period, Jera, a joint venture between Tokyo Electric Power and Chubu 
Electric Power, reported a net loss of 131.5bn yen. Jera expects to book a net loss of 200bn yen for the full year due to the 
losses related to Freeport LNG. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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Europe’s pivot away from Russian natural gas, following the outbreak of war in Ukraine, has highlighted the importance of 
LNG as a commodity, the need for sound (and realistic) energy policy and the flexibility of floating storage and regasification 
units (FSRUs). “Europe prays for a mild winter and friends in far flung places – from the US Freeport facility to private 
Chinese companies that may be able to increase LNG exports to Europe during the heating season,” noted Rystad Energy 
analyst Nikoline Bromander in her take on the gas and LNG markets in mid-October. As Russian pipeline gas has been 
reduced to a trickle, the EU has been scrambling to fill the energy gap with LNG before winter sets in. This has meant 
realigning policy to fast-track LNG import infrastructure in the Netherlands, Germany, Italy and other EU countries. Perhaps 
the best example of fast-tracking LNG infrastructure is Gasunie’s EemsEnergy Terminal, which took in its first LNG cargo in 
early September and will reach full capacity by the end of November or early December. Using two FSRUs — one from 
Exmar and another from New Fortress Energy — the terminal was completed in record time. The EemsEnergy Terminal will 
supply a total of 8 billion cubic metres (bcm) of natural gas annually to the Dutch national natural gas grid. The Czech 
Republic has secured capacity at the terminal to meet about one-third of the nation’s natural gas needs. The expansion of 
the Eemshaven Terminal and the optimisation of the terminal in Rotterdam will double the import capacity for LNG. Dutch 
Minister for Climate and Energy, Rob Jetten said: “The import of liquid gas is indispensable for the security of gas supply for 
the coming winter.” He added that the EemsEnergy Terminal is an important step not only for the Netherlands, but for the 
whole of Europe towards reducing its dependence on energy from Russia as quickly as possible. Leading exporters of LNG 
to Europe are the US, Qatar and Russia, which exported 0.96 Mt, 0.47 Mt and 0.45 Mt respectively in week 41 of 2022, 
according to Rystad Energy. Right around the corner will be new LNG supplies from Mozambique, where Africa’s first ultra-
deepwater floating LNG vessel — the Eni-operated Coral Sul — will begin commercial operation either by the end of October 
or the beginning of November. As BP has secured 100% of the capacity of the FLNG over a 20-year term, those volumes 
will be available to Europe. These molecules will be welcomed alongside additional capacity from the US and Qatar. The 
Russia-Ukraine war and the associated geopolitics have clearly led the EU to reconsider how it approaches the energy 
transition, and to reassess the importance of LNG and energy security. This ‘LNG paradigm shift’ will be a central theme at 
Riviera Maritime Media’s LNG Shipping & Terminals Conference Europe in London, 16-17 November 2022. These topics will 
be explored in depth by renowned LNG industry experts in individual and panel presentations. source : www.rivieramm.com 

 

 

QatarEnergy Trading, a wholly owned subsidiary of QatarEnergy, will offtake, transport, and trade 70% of the LNG produced 
by Golden Pass LNG, QatarEnergy said October 26. This comes after QatarEnergy and ExxonMobil agreed to independently 
offtake and market their respective proportionate equity shares of LNG produced by the Golden Pass project. As a result of 
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this arrangement, Ocean LNG, a joint venture established in 2016 between affiliates of QatarEnergy and ExxonMobil for 
offtaking and marketing the entire production of Golden Pass LNG, has ceased operations, and will be wound down, 
QatarEnergy said. The construction of Golden Pass LNG, which has a total production capacity in excess of 18mn metric 
tons/year, is well underway with the first LNG production expected by the end of 2024. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

Its subsidiary Sembcorp Marine Rigs & Floaters signed the master service agreements with American firm New Fortress 
Energy. Under the contract, the hull conversion and fabrication of topsides for the first FLNG liquefaction facility is scheduled 
for delivery in the first half of 2024. Work on the second liquefaction facility project is expected to be contracted to 
Sembcorp Marine at a later date. The two FLNG liquefaction units will host the New Fortress Energy-designed Fast LNG 
liquefaction production facility with a capacity of approximately 1.4M tonnes per annum. LNG produced will be stored in a 
separate LNG tanker moored near the FLNG liquefaction facility. While New Fortress currently has Fast LNG liquefaction 
facilities on jack-up rigs under construction in the United States, this marks the first set of two Sevan cylindrical hulls to be 
repurposed into FLNG liquefaction facilities. Sembcorp Marine Rigs & Floaters senior vice president William Gu said the 
conversion will incorporate the company’s proprietary Sevan cylindrical hull design adding, “Marking SCM’s successful 
penetration of the FLNG market, these projects allow our customer to rapidly deploy FLNG facilities to capture the growing 
demand for LNG liquefaction terminals, and to tap on SCM’s full suite of floating and nearshore LNG solutions that are well 
placed to meet the needs of the burgeoning LNG market.” Sembcorp Marine chief executive Wong Weng Sun said, “Our 
continuous R&D efforts have also enabled Sembcorp Marine to successfully develop and commercialise our proprietary 
designs and solutions like this FLNG conversion and our wind turbine installation vessel for the cleaner energy and 
renewables segment awarded earlier this year. Sevan SSP circular hull design also offers excellent solutions for the 
electrification of offshore hydrocarbon production units, offshore wind floating substations and converter platforms, and carbon 
capture, utilisation and storage applications.” Earlier this month, the Singapore yard welcomed a new LNG bunker vessel and 
announced the completion of P-71, the newest FPSO for Brazilian oil giant Petrobras. source : www.rivieramm.com 

The Japanese shipowner said the 174,000-m3 LNG carrier is fitted with MAN Energy Solutions’ two-stroke, Otto-cycle, 
dual-fuel ME-GA engine “which provides lower emissions compared with previous generation vessels. The ME-GA engine is 
equipped with an exhaust gas recirculation system that reduces methane slip while improving overall fuel consumption.” The 
vessel will have an overall length of 295 m and beam of 46 m. Suitable to operate globally to LNG terminals, the LNG 
carrier will be delivered by the South Korean shipbuilder in 2025 to serve TotalEnergies LNG portfolio. This most recent 
long-term charter follows one secured announced in September by MOL with ENN LNG (Singapore) Pte, a wholly owned 
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subsidiary of ENN Natural Gas Co, for three LNG newbuilds. Those newbuilds will be constructed at China’s Hudong-
Zhonghua Shipbuilding for delivery by 2028. After delivery, the vessels will transport LNG procured by ENN under long-term 
purchases to China. The Japanese shipowner said the 174,000-m3 LNG carrier is fitted with MAN Energy Solutions’ two-
stroke, Otto-cycle, dual-fuel ME-GA engine “which provides lower emissions compared with previous generation vessels. 
The ME-GA engine is equipped with an exhaust gas recirculation system that reduces methane slip while improving overall 
fuel consumption.” The vessel will have an overall length of 295 m and beam of 46 m. Suitable to operate globally to LNG 
terminals, the LNG carrier will be delivered by the South Korean shipbuilder in 2025 to serve TotalEnergies LNG portfolio. 
This most recent long-term charter follows one secured announced in September by MOL with ENN LNG (Singapore) Pte, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of ENN Natural Gas Co, for three LNG newbuilds. Those newbuilds will be constructed at China’s 
Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding for delivery by 2028. After delivery, the vessels will transport LNG procured by ENN under 
long-term purchases to China. source : www.rivieramm.com 
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